2019-2020 Annual Sponsorship Form

Thank you for your commitment to support the efforts of Women in Public Finance Los Angeles. Please remit your sponsorship level in the form of a check to “Women in Public Finance Los Angeles” and mail to:

Tamara Avetisova, Financial Analyst, Treasury, Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority, One Gateway Plaza, M.S. 99-21-2, Los Angeles, CA 90012.

Company Name: ________________

Primary Contact: ________________

Please indicate below your level of support (check as many as apply):

☐ Platinum - $2,500
   4 annual memberships; recognition at every event throughout the year; recognition on the WPF LA website

☐ Gold - $2,000
   3 annual memberships; recognition at 3 events during the year; recognition on the WPF LA website

☐ Silver $1,500
   2 annual memberships; recognition at 2 events during the year; recognition on the WPF LA website

☐ Bronze - $500
   1 annual membership, recognition at one event during the year; recognition on the WPF LA website

☐ Quarterly Meeting Underwriting - $250 - $5,000
   Recognition at designated quarterly meeting (including holiday reception); recognition on the WPF LA website

☐ Achievement Scholarship Fund - $500 - $2,500
   Recognition at the quarterly meeting; recognition on the WPF LA website

☐ Networking Events (TBD) - $500 - $2,500
   Recognition at networking event; recognition on the WPF LA website

Purposes of WPF-LA include:

• Broadening opportunities for women in public finance and promote awareness of the industry to women in the Southern Region of California;
• Providing educational and networking opportunities to women in the public finance community; and
• Facilitating the development of careers for women in public finance through establishing mentoring programs and providing guidance to mentoring relationships.

Contact Mieke Holkeboer, President, WPF-LA Chapter
at MHolkeboer@westernalliancebank.com or at (213) 362-5215 for Additional Questions